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Abstract. “Plug: Secrets of the Museum” (PSM) is a game played with
NFC-enabled mobile phones inside a museum containing dedicated passive RFID tags. During a PSM session, 8 teams exchange virtual cards
representing objects located in the museum. These exchanges are done
either with RFID tags or with other teams. PSM game design results
in an educational and entertaining game which is much more attractive
than the plain old treasure hunt proposed by several museums. Thus
PSM is a good companion to discover and even take up a museum.
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Introduction

Museums intend to arouse visitors’ interest in their pieces. Computer games can
contribute to this mission [1].
[2, 3] present examples of such games. None of them meet simultaneously all
of the following requirements: 1) the game is educational but also entertaining;
2) installation and operating costs are limited; 3) it can be played by anyone
(whatever their age and their social category); 4) it is a family game; 5) the same
player can play several times without getting bored.
This is why we have developed “Plug4 : Secrets of the Museum” (PSM).
Section 2 presents its game design and how it matches all of the requirements.
Section 3 concludes.
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Game Description

In PSM, 8 teams play with NFC-enabled handsets. They manipulate virtual
playing cards, which represent specific objects of the museum. These cards are
stored either on handsets, or on RFID tags located besides these objects.
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The goal is to get the best score throughout the game session. To gain points,
the teams may prove: their collector’s ability, by gathering on their handset 4
cards of the same family (through exchanges “card stored in their handset ⇔
card stored in a RFID tag” or “card stored in their handset ⇔ card stored
in another teams handset”); their public-spiritedness, by storing a card to its
reference RFID tag (thanks to an exchange “card stored in their handset ⇔
card stored in a RFID tag”); their generosity, by exchanging one of their cards
with another team; their curiosity, by answering quiz related to the objects of
the Museum.
PSM is educational as, in particular, players discover parts of the museum
they would not have paid attention to, if they had not played PSM. Nevertheless
players considered it as very entertaining.
Installation of PSM consists in the deployment of tags throughout the museum. Moreover no network is needed at game time. This results in limited
installation and operating costs.
Because there are several ways of gaining points, PSM reaches a broad audience (e.g. young children like its collector aspect whereas seniors enjoy quiz).
PSM suits a family visit. Family members can choose to play either together
(in the same team), or against each other (in different teams).
A player can play several sessions of PSM without getting bored: each time,
they can decide to choose a different strategy (focus on generosity points, focus
on curiosity points. . . ). Moreover their competitors will always be different and
this will give a different thrill to each session.
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Conclusion

12 public game sessions (with 150 players) showed that PSM makes players take
up the whole museum. PSM gives them the desire to stay after their session, in
order to focus on some parts of the museum discovered during the game.
During ICEC 2009, we intend to demonstrate PSM by making participants
play PSM sessions in the Musée des arts et métiers museum.
PSM key concept is to collect cards through exchanges with RFID tags or
other teams. This concept can be generalized easily to any kind of museums,
with limited installation and operating costs. Thanks to PSM’s educational but
also entertaining features, one of the main missions of museums (arouse visitors’
interest in their contents) is fulfilled.
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